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CrossSystem Workflow: A short overview

BPMN 2.0
• Basic structure as BPMN 2.0
• Easy adaptatin of processes
• Efficient workflows

Design
• Drag and drop designer
• Self-explanatory workflow elements
• Swimlanes for structuring

Cooperation
• Platform-independent
• Inter-divisional
• Strengtens business-IT alignement

Monitor
• Real time monitoring of workflows
• Uninterrupted workflow updates
• Workflow analysis and optimisation

Modern software
• On any device
• Integration of third-party manufacturers
• HTML5, CSS3 and JS

CrossSystem Workflow

CrossSystem Workflow (CSW) is the flexible workflow engine for a 
modern company. Users can design, execute and monitor workflows. 
CSW has been re-designed so future requirements can be faced with 
an ease of mind.

Key to this is being mobile, using standards, adapting quickly and de-
signing controls to be simple and efficient. All this is incorporated in one 
solution.

CrossSystem Workflow stands for:

• System-wide cooperation

• Increase of efficiency

• Lean process management via process analysis

The basis that CSW follows is the commonly accepted process standard 
BPMN 2.0. The familiar interface and well-known process elements 
make the first steps easier for a user. 

At the same time CSW can be used anywhere and on any device. Be 
it smartphone, tablet PC or notebook—the user is free to work however 
they prefer.

Stiill, the engine is so flexible and dynamic that it can be adapted easily 
to a company‘s expectations. Requirements can be met promptly and 
tested directly.

With CrossSystem Workflow, users can focus on their core competen-
cies. Business processes are automated through a quick and high-quali-
ty development and monitoring of workflows.

CrossSystem Workflow   Design. Performance. Monitoring.
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United for your support

UMa Soft sets great store by function-oriented software that offers the 

customer a maximum of influence on individual user guidance  while 

maintaining standards.

Easy to understand tutorials and the respective licences  enable the 

customer to expand solutions independently and to adapt them to 

their individual needs.

In its role as implementation partner, 3Txpert implemented projects on 

the basis of UMa Soft software. With the expertise of having worked with 

CrossLoom, Grant & Guard and especially access projects for many years,  

3Txpert is predestined to ideally implement the customer‘s wishes in a pro-

ject.

3Txpert is the development partner of UMa Soft and strongly involved in 

the further expansion of CrossSystem Workflow and new workflow actions. 
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